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ABSTRACT 

From Ward identities that take into account the 

condensate reservoir, the velocity of long-wavelength phonons 

is obtained as a function of the condensate fraction in the 

shielded potential approximation. The results are in good 

agreement with superfluid "He data. 

PACS numbers: 05.30 Jp, 67.40w 

RESUMO 

Das identidades de Ward que levam em considera

ção o reservatório do condensado, a velocidade de fonons de 

longo comprimento de onda é obtida como função da fração do 

condensado na aproximação do potencial blindado. Os resulta

dos demonstram boa concordância com os dados relativos ao 

"He-superfluTdo. 
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The temperature dependence of long-wavelength 

phonons in superfluid *He has long been of continuing 

interest. Recently, Griffin1 has conjectured 

that the slight variation of the phonon velocity c(T) with 

temperature is probably due to the changing condensate 

density. From exact Hard identities that take into account 

the condensate reservoir,2 we obtain a formula for c as a 

function of the condensate density, n (T), in the shielded 

potential approximation (SPA).3 

The one-phonon excitation spectrum is determined 

by the poles of the full density-density response function 

through the zeros of the dielectric function," 

1-U fXC (fe,w) + v R {fe,w)l * 0 (1) 

c —R where j and Y are the improper and proper parts of the *nn Artn r r r r r 

irreducible density-density correlation function, respectively, 

and since we are interested in the long-wavelength limit only, 

the interaction constant is taken as the the Fourier transform 

of the interatomic potential, i.e., U s 4i\a/m (ti=J is set 

throughout this paper), a being the 4-wave scattering length. 

The improper contribution can be expressed in the form 

v C * A" G A M (2) 

where Z are the i r r e d u c i b l e Be l iaev- type Green's funct ions uv 
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and A are the density vertex functions. The summation 

convention over repeated indices (u,v = +, -) is assumed. 

In the SPA Eq.(2) is readily evaluated,2 

X Ç {kfU}) __ -2!Lot£fe-v) (3) 
nn ' ,2 (Cfe-M) 

Here y is the chemical potential *nd c. = k2/2m. The proper 

part s a t i s f i e s the following Ward ident i ty in terms of 

regular functions, 2 

tt> Y 

- i {fk «i-»».«>ii> * •••xjj - »Ò fe~vi - fe"'4) 

"*L - ̂ "«vi * ? «-vÊ» . <4> 

where p. and J, are the density and longitudinal-current 

operators, the sub- and super-scripts J and S in the 

correlation and vertex functions refer to the longitudinal, 

current and reservoir source, respectively, V denotes the 

volume of the system, and $ = sgny. The commutator of 

the last term in Eq. (4) vanishes either when k+0 or V+<*, 

and this equation in the SPA becomes2 

•**« - 5S'» * ""*?r »„- *" *M> - «5» » (5) 
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where n is the overall density. Talbot and G r i f f i n 5 have 

shown that in the zero-frequency and long-wavelength l imi t 

the normal f lu id density sat isf ies the sum rule 

nu = - Urn m - 1 ** (fe,0). (6) 

This implies, in turn, a superfluid density1 

w- = n + Um fe_1 7 ç 7 ( f e , 0 ) . (7) 
* ° fe-0 bJ 

In the hydrodynamic limit of Eqs. (6) and (7), the expression 

within the parenthesis of Eq. (5) vanishes identically. Hence 

in the limit of small frequencies and long-wavelength this 

contribution can be neglected and Eq. (5) reads 

7^n(fe,w) = - w - ^ f e . w ) , (fe,«)*0 (8) 

V V 

The evaluation of Xo follows the same procedure as of x"ej 

in Ref. 2, and the result is 

X* {kfU}) . . JSZoSML- • (9) 
Sn w2-lefe-Çy)

2 

where ç is the symmetry breaking parameter.6 Now, the 

substitution of Eqs. (3), (8), and (9) in Eq. (1) yields 

w" - A(fe) u>2 + B(fe) .- 0 (10) 
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where the coefficients have the form 

A(fe) - Z o ^ f e * and 8(fe) = ^ b^ej" 1 (11) 

For convenience Eqs. (10) and (11) are made dimensionless by 

measuring energies and momenta in units of nUo and ImnU l
1^2 

respectively, and the order of the fe-independent coefficients 

a- and b. turns out to be OIÇ'0). Since Ç<<I, we neglect terms 

of 0(£ 2), and in the k+0 limit Eq. (10) yields a Bogoliubov-

type dispersion relation where the only relevant coefficients 

are a *2 and a.^ - 2[n -(?*Ç)yJ. Thus, one obtains 

immediately the central result 

c2jTj , «lll£a [n ij) . (/•ç]p(T)] , (fe-0). (12) 
m O 

Here n (T) i s the condensate f r a c t i o n and the chemical po ten t ia l o 
( i n nil un i t s ) equals2 

o 

y{T) -. Ç [ n 0 { T ) - 2 1 ( 1 3 ) 

The symmetry-rbreaking parameter is related to the condensate 

fraction at absolute zero,7 

Ç - 2n 0/[U-w 0)|2-« 0)], nQ = no\T*0) (14) 
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Therefore, the square bracket in Eq. (12) can be rewritten in 

terms of the condensate fraction only. The temperature 

dependence of c(T) is determined by n (T), the latter being 

specified by nx[T) according to Eq. (2.1) in Ref. 2. Thus, 

for a given n = rr (0), cl T;n ) can be evaluated in the 
J 0 0 O 

entire superfluid region from 'rr.own values of n.(T).8 

For each n (or Ç) the factor n|T)U /m is so chosen that o o 

c (T*0;n ) = Z$S.$m 4ec-1,as determined by ultrasonic 

measurements,9 and the T-dependence of n[T) is taken into 

account accordingly. It follows, in general, that 

c(T;n'] < c(T;n") for n' < n". 
0 0 0 0 

In Table I values of c(T;n ) calculated at 
o 

saturated vapor pressure for w * 0.06 and 0.09 are compared 

with the experimental data obtained by Abraham zt at.9 (T=0), 

Maynard8 |0<T<TJ and Ahlers10 (T=T,). The case w = 0.06 
A A 0 

corresponds to the least-squares fit in the region T<1.3SK 

with regard to the other condensate fractions taken in 0.01 

steps. This calls to mind the value n - 0.061 found 
o 

previously by fitting superfluid ''He chemical potential data.7 

The value n = 0.09 is taken from recent Monte Carlo Feynman o 

path integral calculations.11 As the temperature increases 

both cases depart from the measurements. The higher the 

temperature, the higher the condensate fraction needed to 

fit the data. In particular, n * 0.1& fits both c(T*0) and 

c(T«T.), but in the intermediate temperature region the 

results are not as good as the ones of the two cases 
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considered above. One may argue, however, that in the 

high temperature region the quasiparticles are strongly 

damped, and the dynamic structure factor no longer displays 

a sharp phonon resonance that underlies the present 

treatment. 

I would like to thank Professor C.C. Noack for 

the hospitality at the Department of Physics, Universitat 

Bremen, and the Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst for 

financial support. 
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TABLE I 

Phonon velocity at various temperatures and saturated vapor 

pressure. Experimental values from Refs. 8 {0<T<T.), 9 [T*0) 

and 10 (T*T. ). Calculated from Eq. (12) for n . 0.06 
A O 

0.09. 

T 

U) 

0 

1.20 

1.25 

1.30 

1.35 

1.40 

1.45 

1.50 

1.55 

1.60 

1.65 

1.70 

1,75 

1.80 

1.85 

1.90 

1.95 

2.00 

2.05 

2.10 

2.15 

2.17 

EXPT. 

238.3 

237.4 

237.1 

236.8 

236.5 

236.1 

235.6 

235.2 

234.6 

234.0 

233.4 

232.7 

231.9 

231.0 

230.0 

228.8 

227.4 

225.8 

224.0 

221,8 

219.2 

2 , 7 . 2 

c(m òzc"1 

nQ * 0.06 

238.3 

237.4 

237.1 

236.8 

236.4 

236.0 

235.4 

234.7 

233.9 • 

232.9 

231.9 

230.7 

229.3 

227.7 

226.0 

224.0 

221.7 

219.1 

216.0 

212.2 

206.8 

202.3 

n * 0.09 
0 

238.3 

237.5 

237.3 

237.0 

236.6 

236.2 

235.7 

235.1 

234.3 

233.5 

232.5 

231.5 

230.3 

228.8 

227.3 

225.4 

223.4 

221.0 

218.3 

214,8 

210.0 

205.9 
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